‘RAHAT’
HIMALAYA July 2013

Relief
Chintan has had an overwhleming
response to a call for support. We
have been raising funds, collecting
donations, over 3,ooo kgs of food
grains, 100 bags of toiletteries,
medicines & clothes donated by well
wishers. Thank You! With roads
disrupted at many places, walking
path washed away, the problem is how
to get the relief to the needy? We
are working with a long term
strategy ...

HELP!
is still urgently
required, sheets
improvise as tents,
long walks for food,
health, hygiene, life
is a struggle ...
Umargada village as we saw it on 11th July

‘OVER 50,000 AFFECTED IN PITTHORAGARH’
URGENTLY REQUIRED: Shelter items: tents, tarapaulins, canvas sheets, Shelter support items- plastic mats,
blankets, solar lanterns, water purifiers, torches, candles and matchboxes, hygiene & sanitation items. Funds
also required for transportation ( vehicle, mules, porters) and building a sustainable long term program ...
It is never possible to get a true picture
of any disaster in the early stages, though
media reports were coming in mostly from

More than 50 thousand people effected by
the disaster in whole of Pith”
‘Chiplakedar - 20 dead, 19 missing’

Garhwal, we had some idea of the situation in

However, help had also been forthcoming

Pitthoragrh district of the Kumaon region

from government and many NGO’s as we

thanks to our friends in local organizations. It

were hearing and we were advised to visit the

was not until we actually got there, could we

cutoff & unreached areas in the Munsiyari

appreciate the true picture of devastation of

block. We had already been fundraising for

life and property.

tents, putting together hygiene kits, collecting

After the devastating rains of mid June,
we had early reports of extensive damage

donations in food grain, medicines etc.
We were in contact with Malika of Mati

(from Renu Thakur of ARPAN) in the

federation/ Himal Prakriti who guided us on

Pitthoragarh district - ‘as per official records

the requirements and systems in place for

in Pithoragarh, 121 villages affected, 137

distribution of food grain here. We reached

houses washed away, 45 connecting roads

Munsiyari in difficult driving conditions with

gone and more than 12 bridges broken’.

heavy rain, rockslides & fast flowing water on

“Dharchula Block 1st - Gothi ( 21 houses

the road on the night of Monday 8th July. We

gone ) 2nd - Baluakot ( 23 houses washed

had meetings with Malika & women of Mati,

away ) 3rd - only way left to Gothi. Jaulgivi,

protecting a house through voluntary work,

Baluakot and Gorichal areas - 80% families in

doctors at the CHC & a very informative

the open, their houses have been washed

meeting with Dr Raghav Langar, CDO in

away. In Ghattabagarh 30 families living in the

charge of the Munsiyari block. We describe

forest , under trees , no help has reached

the subsequent travels, learning & plans...

Chintan team leaving Munsiyari:
Over 600 kms of difficult
driving, over 60 kms of walking
over challenging terrain,
experiencing devastated roads &
paths, visiting cutoff villages,
hearing stories of terror,
sharing shattered lives, making
plans to help rebuild ...

chintanhimalaya@gmail.com Chintan International Trust

DESTRUCTION
We followed a trail of destruction along the

# Mudkot Market what is left of it

NOT FAIRGORI

Gori River, as we walked along diversions ...

# multiple
road broken

ROAD NOT TAKEN
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UMARGADA

Back on the road by the Gori, we were

From afar it may not seem that
bad, but up close in the affected
villages, you cannot fail to be
moved by the human stories ...

getting used to the road disappearing at
regular intervals, passing Seraghat, affected
market town, we had many interactions at
Sera, including helping an unwell, elderly lady,

From our beginning in the Munsiyari area,

brought down from a high village on a man’s

we were hearing stories of destruction, from

back, but still unable to access any medical

the origins of the Gori river in the Millam

facility. We stayed up in the village, meeting

Glacier region, the loss of life of hundreds of

the head & villagers for MNREGA discussions.

sheep & goats, rescue of herders & tourists,
people struggling in isolated high mountain

Next day was again up a mountain path,
with a descent through a rocky open area from

villages. As we followed the Gori
river down south, on our long

Path to school gone, as the
Gori took the big semul tree

walk from Bhadeli, we
followed a trail of
destruction ...
Mudkot, with its

which we could make out a village in the

...‘aap
aa gaye to ek
umeed jagi ’...

riverside shops & houses
destroyed, was our first stop

Pradeep
UMARGADA

with a visit to the relief camp,

An amazing resilience Chintan Mtg on the rock

distance near the Gori, with strange
multi coloured shiny structures in a
field. It was Umargada, where all
the people were displaced into
improvised tents. Descriptions of
19 hour journeys to Madkot for
relief material came from bearded
Diwan, having done this journey,

taking advice about the riverside path.

though one way with no weight, we could feel

Indeed, as we took the high mountain path to

their pain. Later young Pradeep took us on a

Bata, the destruction of the road and the non-

riverside tour of destruction - broken houses,

existence of any riverside path was only too

paths to nowhere, a cutoff school, a strange

obvious. The scale of destruction & the rock

emptiness, where there must have been so

shattering power of the Gori, made it difficult

much life. Yet, we found an amazing resilience,

to appreciate the beautiful scenery of the Gori

in the discussions & planning, as the whole

valley with the wonderful waterfalls.

village collected on a big rock. Elderly Haruli

Bata had been relatively less affected

Devi, had missed out on her rations, her tears

owing to its height with loss of agricultural

saw us leaving our team rations, with a

land and animals. The mostly unused forest

promise to come back soon... Further over

path down from here to the Gori, was mostly

rickety log bridges and narrow paths around

difficult, but the final descent through a

swept away sections of the road we reached

landslip was definitely dangerous.

Bangapani, our destination for now.

Haruli Devi’s tears are hard
to forget ...
Umargada Village - that was
On the banks of the Gori
(meaning fair) river,
lived a village with good
fields, agriculture &
livestock, a primary
school, fourteen families,
men, women & children.
Until those fateful days
of incessant rain from
15th-17 June, after which
everything changed and
nothing was fair
anymore...

Umargada Village - that was

Umargada Village - that is
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Marooned Mankot : villagers still
relive the terror of the night when
the Gori river came calling ...
In Bangapani, we met our local contacts

Mankot was well and truly marooned.
Unsurprisingly, were told resolutely, ‘aap
wahan nahin pahunch sakte hain’, there was
no way we could reach this village. But then
we met people from Mankot, who were also

Manohar & Ganga, heard about progress on

sceptical, but delighted that we were going to

the food grain situation. With Dr Arkoti, it was

try, Daan Singh volunteered to help us.

exchanging notes about medical challenges.

Next day it was an early start to Mankot,

The weather had cleared & the helicopter was

walking through streams & forests, not just a

out, making repeated sorties, carrying food

challenging path, but also a challenge to even

grain that was being stored for distribution in a

find the path. A small effort, compared to the

nearby school. the walk along

walks the villagers of Mankot were

destruction on the banks of

undertaking, up to 18 kms one way,

Gori continued to
Choribagad, where again
there were destroyed
shops & houses by the
riverside. The trail of
destruction continued,

MANKOT

carrying loads ! In the meeting later

“...kam se
kam koi ansu to
pochne aaya...”
Durga Singh

finding some sections of the
road, we went another 7 kms to

we heard moving accounts of the
truly terrifying time when the river
took the road opposite with the big
rocks damming the river, and water
starting to rise flooding the fields ...
Ex serviceman, Durga Singh’s

description, never having seen such terror

Mori, where there was destruction mostly

since his birth in 1942, brought tears to our

to agricultural land. Further into the Dharchula

eyes as well. Discussions on food situation,

block there were again multiple areas of

flood security, making paths, followed. It was

destruction, we were told, but did not venture.

late and we ended up taking hospitality of an

We had to reach the unreached, ‘Gori paar’ on

isolated, troubled people needing help.

the other side of Gori. Mankot could be easily

Broken lifeline - ‘Gharari’

We found that out that there was no path

seen across on the other side from near Mori.

left towards Gharudi & the only way forward

The access used to be a wire trolley ‘Gharari’

was to go up the high mountain to Dhami and

that took men & material across, now with

then down to the road to Nachini. Which we

only the remains on one side of the river, one

did and in doing so, found a safe route to

just had to imagine it. A ‘Jhoola’ suspension

come back to work with these people, bring

bridge further 3 kms downstream had also

our supplies & hopefully some smiles ...

Building morale - Chintan

gone. The paths along the river had also gone,

Temple of Refuge

Not since 1942-Durga Singh
Night of terror in Mankot
‘...three days of constant
rain, no electricity, &
then the night of the
terrifying roar of rocks
falling as the Gori took
the road opposite, damming
the river, with water
rising towards the
village, animals were let
loose, people ran in panic
to take shelter at the
high ground of the
temple...’ a people still
unable to sleep when it
rains in the night.

Temporary shelters

Fields taken away by the Gori River
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Bangapani

To MUNSIYARI
(from where we came)

focus area in the Gori river valley

Walk approx 17 kms
to road connection
# multiple
road broken

where we are working with the most
affected & trying to reach the most
unreached ...

BANGAPANI
isolated due to
roads washed away
at multiple points
relief by helicopter
difficult access for
surrounding
villages

Difficult path to Mankot

To NACHNI
our way back

Walk uphill 9 kms to DHAMI
2.5 or 8 kms walk to Bansbagad

ACCESS ?

Umargada

# multiple
road broken

Mankot
# ‘Gharari’
trolley broken
To JOLJIVI
Dharchula Block

# ‘Jhula pul’
suspension bridge
broken at Lumti
Walk about 17 kms
to road connection

UMARGADA

MANKOT

GHARUDI / JHOLA

Entire population
displaced.14 families
struggling under
improvised tents, 50%
of fertile cultivated
agricultural land
gone,no food and seed
stock left, all
families below
poverty line (BPL) &
‘Dalit’ & needy.

Most isolated,cut off
due to loss of
Gharari(wire trolley)
& suspension bridge,
paths broken and
fields washed away
with houses in
“danger” zone, long
walks to access
relief (upto 18 kms
one way!)

Reports of their
isolation, difficult
access to relief are
reaching us with
requests for help. We
plan to get first
hand information &
act here & other
needy villages,
depending on
resources & time.
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Thank You for your help !

DIFFICULT PATH OF ‘RAHAT’

Haldwani

Vyapar Mandal

What you can’t see is the slide
down to rhe Gori river on your left

This used to be the riverside path the Gori river has reclaimed

We descended down from Bata
village to this & then across,
thankfully it was not raining!

Chintan team on way to the marooned village of Mankot,
walking these difficult paths made us painfully aware...

‘RAHAT’ : from concern & collating to collecting & delivering, a community effort
At our Chintan Centre at Chimchimpani near Mukteshwar, we were also
We have been fortunate to get the support of so many people,
cut off with no electricity, in those fateful three days of rain from mid
apart from our own members, ‘Friends of RAHAT’ - Bijubhai (Beej
June, but with no real concern, till we started getting the media
Bachao, Dehradun), Prabodh Gupta (Gurgaon), Jaswinder Gill
reports of destruction in Garhwal & to a lesser extent from
(Rah Society), Arun Shrivastav (SEDEM), Dr Parvez (Route
Pitthorgarh in Kumaon. We offered help right away meeting
DM & SSP on 18th June in our own Nainital district. The
‘RAHAT’
Purple), Rewah (Nainital) as a group raising funds, sourcing
situation then was a dire rescue operation suited more to
material, communicating, coordinating, volunteering &
Relief Access
the army, airforce & paramilitary forces.
helping us to sustain ‘RAHAT’ on a long term basis.
Since then, we had stayed in touch more with the
& Habilitaion
situation in the Dharchula block of Pitthoragarh district,
through Renu of ARPAN, we had been trying to collect
resources to help in a sustainable way. We were then
advised to help the unreached in the Munsiyari block, & have

with
Appropriate
Training

THANK YOU ALL DONORS !
Over 3000 kgs of food items - Mr Girish Gupta, Mr Navin
Verma & others (Vyapar Mandal, Haldwani)
Large quantity of Medicines just received, Mr Rajesh Madan,
Uttarakhand Pharmacuetical Asscociation, many individual

been working with Malika of Mati/Himalprakriti, taking their

donors have contributed Rs 50,000 in our bank, used for health &

support with the district administration & exploring on our own in our

hygiene items, shelter, community household & team costs.

mission of trying to ‘help the unhelped & reach the unreached’. We

TRANSPORT IS A MAJOR COST; vehicles, mules, porters, we

have reached some, how many & for how long will depend on support.

NEED A VEHICLE : 4x4 double cab pic up truck for regular use

FRIENDS OF ‘RAHAT’

DELHI

GURGAON

NAINITAL

LONDON

Arun
Shrivastav
arun1951@gmail
.com ph:
9899955021
S P Gulati
ph: 9891412059

Prabodh Gupta
pbgindia@gmail
.com Ph:
9810162642
Jaswinder Gill
jk_neeru@yahoo
.co.in Ph:
987341733

Rewah Pandey
Contact to
help with
fundraising or
events
rewah101@gmail
.com Ph:(0)
9837432744

Bharat Solanki
bksconsultants
@aol.com
Himanshu Kumar
Himanshu.Kumar
@tcs.com
Dinesh Khurana
dineshbkhurana
@gmail.com
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‘RAHAT’: WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP ?
‘RAHAT’ literally meaning relief, is Chintan International Trust’s disaster relief
program, acronym for Relief Access & Habilitation with Appropriate Training
This program is to be a regular ongoing
activity, based in our Himalayan Centre near
Mukteshwar in the Nainital district. Currently
we are focusing in the affected areas in the
Pitthoragarh district, with a short, medium &
long term strategy.

Our Approach

Current Focus
is on helping rebuild the
shattered lives of the completely
displaced people of Umargada
village, completely cut off village of
Mankot, improving access and
extending support to other needy
villages as our

Self
sufficiency
based on local
knowledge &
resources

resources increase
•Short term: food,
shelter, clothing

Support
with a long
term
commitment

Community Centre
Camp - improving
health & nutrition,
hygiene & sanitation,
education
•Medium term:
awareness generation
& capacity building - health, food &
nutrition security, livelihood
(MNREGA etc) trainings
•Long term: participating in the
community rebuilding effort

Mountain Rescue 4x4 24/7
is one of ‘... going amongst people & living

How we are working

police & administration, which specializes in

reaching out to the unreached, in a process
increasing with experience as resources permit.

DONATE NOW ! (with
80G&12A tax benefit)
Chintan International Trust Bank Account:
A/C no. -1305101031636
Bank - Canara Bank , Munirka Branch ,
New Delhi 110067

hiring trucks for goods, mules & porters on a
regular basis is expensive, we need loan/

How can you help ?

time volunteers working in conjunction with

Directly working with the most affected people,

We urgently require 14 family tents & 6
toilet & bath tents. Transport is complicated,

donation of a double cab pic up truck, now.

through work with an ‘ecohealth’ approach.

Himalprakriti & the district administration.

we already have started in the Pitthoragarh.

ongoing Mukteshwar Mountain
Rescue team, comprising paid regulars & part

conjunction with local organizations, Mati/

required for Disaster Mitigation work which

We hope to establish a regular
with them...’ building self sufficiency & morale

We are working through volunteers in

Resources are urgently

quick Disaster Response but has a main job
of Disaster Preparedness & Training
throughout the year. We already have some
trained volunteers, but need specialized
equipment, 4x4 modified vehicle & resources
for a regular team, to build a novel, fit for future
24/7 ‘RAHAT’ Himalayan Centre.

Why us ?
• We directly work in affected areas
• We are not a ‘relief drop’ agency but
follow work short, medium & long term
• We are based in Himalaya & will verify
the appropriate use of all donations

We are working hard with limited
resources, mainly through volunteers, but to
sustain this effort we do need regular resources
• Donate
• Volunteer
• Join Us !
You are very welcome to be part of all of
the above, join our supporting groups known
as ‘Friends of Rahat’ currently based in Delhi,
Gurgaon, Nainital or help with your own ideas.

CONTACT TO HELP!
chintanhimalaya@gmail.com
Dr Satyendra Singh :
Phone:+91 (0) 9012081684/ 9650927239

About Us

(satyendreams@mac.com)

IFSC Code - CNRB0001305

Chintan International Trust is a registered

Contact: Shashi Singh (Treasurer)

(Delhi) non-profit organization, working on

Dr Reetu Sogani : Ph - 9811222495/

email: shashisingh13@gmail.com

(eco)Health, Education & Environmental

9412952639 (reetusogani@yahoo.com)

phone: (0)9560464407

action, based in the Kumaon Himalayas.
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